How to get to NOWhaus?

WHEN and WHERE is NOWhaus?
NOWhaus will be held on November 18th, 2016 from 6:30 pm to 8:30 pm at 1871.

1871, theMART
222 West Merchandise Mart Plaza
#1212, Chicago, IL 60654

HOW to get there?

Cars:
1) Luxe App with promo code “1871Guest” for one free park ($15 credit) at Merchandise Mart.
2) SpotHero can help you secure and pay for a spot in advance, usually at a discounted cost.
3) Self-park at the 210 N. Wells lot and validate your ticket at 1871 for discounted rates.

Enter from the 1st floor

From the first floor, take the four elevators on the West side, as those are the closest to 1871. Take the elevator to the 12th floor.

Take CTA Brown/Pink line and enter from 2nd floor

If you take the CTA Brown/Pink line, get off at Merchandise Mart Station. Then enter theMART from the platform and find the four elevators on the WEST side. Take the elevator to the 12th floor.

After exiting the elevator...

Enter through 1871’s front door, turn left and keep walking till the path ends and you see the NOWhaus stage.

Welcome to NOWhaus

Hey, it’s so nice to see you here! Take a seat, grab some food or drinks and enjoy the show!